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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Clendenen, David A. M.S.E., Purdue University, May 2012. A Software Defined Radio 
Testbed for Research in Dynamic Spectrum Access. Major Professor: Todor Cooklev. 
 
 
 
With the rapidly-increasing amount of high data rate wireless devices, 
technologies and services appearing on the market today, there is an increasing demand 
for the wireless spectrum.  Current wireless networks are characterized by a static 
spectrum allocation policy, where governmental agencies assign wireless spectrum to 
license holders on a long-term basis for large geographical regions.  Recently, because of 
the increase in spectrum demand, this policy faces spectrum scarcity in particular 
spectrum bands.  Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) shows promise to increase spectral 
efficiency.  DSA aims at dynamically sharing spectrum that is licensed to primary users 
(PUs) with non-licensed secondary users (SUs).  In order to effectively share spectrum 
the SUs must be sure to access the spectrum only when the PUs are not utilizing it, 
otherwise the SUs could cause interference to the PUs.  One method to determine when a 
PU is accessing the spectrum is for a SU to identify if the spectrum is occupied or not 
through spectrum sensing.  Spectrum probing is a key component in spectrum sensing 
and defines the policy for when the SU will perform a channel scan of the spectrum to 
collect spectral data to be used for spectrum sensing.
xii 
 This work describes the development of a software defined radio (SDR) testbed 
based on the Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) for research in DSA with a 
focus in spectrum probing methods.  Spectrum probing methodology is an often 
overlooked component of spectrum sensing.  Theoretical analysis and simulation results 
for comparing different spectrum probing methods are presented in [1].  This work 
expands on the work in [1] by using the developed SDR testbed to collect experimental 
data and compare the results.  Different spectrum probing methods are implemented for 
the case of an independent SU and for the case of a cooperative network of SUs.  
Experimental results are compared to theoretical analysis and simulated results.  The 
experimental findings further support the conclusions based on simulation in [1].  In 
particular, in the independent sensing scenario, periodic probing indeed achieves the 
smallest probing delay; however, in the cooperative sensing scenario randomization can 
drastically reduce the probing delay.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
The motivation for this work is to develop a software defined radio (SDR) testbed 
for research in dynamic spectrum access (DSA).  This work begins by providing 
background information on software defined radio technology and compares and 
contrasts architectures and testbeds that are commonly used in practice today.  
Furthermore, the design of the flexible, low-cost SDR testbed that has been developed for 
this research is presented.  The hardware and software elements of the testbed are 
described and multiple embodiments and use cases for the testbed are presented.  The 
basic description of dynamic spectrum access and spectrum sensing are discussed to 
provide background information on the functionality and use cases for the testbed. 
Specifically, the research is centered on using the developed testbed to implement 
the different spectrum probing methods proposed in [1] and to evaluate the performance 
of each method through a performance metric of probing delay.  The spectrum probing 
methods in [1] are presented along with the concept of the performance metric of probing 
delay.  
The experimental probing delay results obtained from the testbed implementation 
are compared to the theoretical analysis and simulation results in [1] for the case of an 
independent user and for the case of cooperative sensing in a network of users.  This 
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work aims at providing experimental results to further substantiate the conclusions made 
in [1] that were based on simulation results.  Finally, potential future research work is 
proposed to expand on the work and concepts presented in this thesis.
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2. SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIO 
 
 
 
2.1  Definition 
A software defined radio (SDR) is a radio system where components of the radio 
that have been typically implemented in hardware (e.g. mixers, filters, amplifiers, 
modulators/demodulators, detectors, etc.) are instead implemented by means of software 
on a personal computer or embedded computing devices [2].  The primary advantage of 
an SDR is reconfigurability.  By implementing radio functions in software rather than 
hardware it becomes simpler for a radio device to be reconfigured for different use cases 
rather needing to redesign the hardware to support new functionality.  With the rapid 
evolution of wireless protocols and standards, a hardware radio could be made obsolete 
due to the inability to conform to new standards or protocols.  An SDR, however, could 
be reconfigured to support new standards that may not have existed at the time the device 
was built.  Such flexibility is attractive to the manufacturers of the devices as it enables 
them to update their SDR product through software and not necessarily need to change 
the hardware of the radio. 
2.2 SDR Architectures and Testbeds 
Recently architectures for rapid prototyping of SDRs have become popular for 
several reasons.  They are being used as an important first step in the development of 
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dedicated systems.  These architectures are also important for research and development 
purposes.   The total development time for a dedicated and highly optimized SDR system, 
including hardware, software, and middleware (device drivers and interfaces), and 
especially the debugging process can be very long, especially if the system combines 
different baseband technologies such as FPGAs, DSPs, ASICs.  The development time of 
a new system can be more important than its cost, form-factor, or power consumption.  
Rapid prototyping is quite important to identify potential problems and reduce the risk of 
product development.  Rapid prototyping is often a “quick and dirty” implementation of 
the critical components of a system.  In a rapid prototyping effort, power consumption 
and size are typically less important than implementation time.   
In an increasing number of cases, consistent with hardware and software re-use 
principles, SDR systems are being implemented using already-developed testbeds.  There 
are a number of commercially available platforms from companies such as Pentek, 
Sundance, Spectrum Signal Processing, Lyrtech, and others.  Some vendors offer SDR 
testbeds consisting of hardware and software modules.  These solutions are often 
complex and costly.  For academic research and laboratory instruction a simpler and 
more affordable testbed is desired.   
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3. THE UNIVERSAL SOFTWARE RADIO PERIPHERAL  
 
 
 
3.1 Introduction to the USRP 
The Universal Software Radio Peripheral, or USRP, from Ettus Research is a 
reconfigurable hardware peripheral that allows general purpose computers to function as 
high bandwidth software defined radios [3].  There are bus connected USRPs that 
connect to a host PC via USB2.0 connection, network connected USRPs that connect to a 
host PC via Ethernet and embedded USRP devices that have an embedded Linux 
operating system and do not require an external PC.  For this research a bus connected 
USRP is used and henceforth will be referred to simply as “USRP.” 
The USRP paired with a host computer creates a complete SDR system.  In a 
USRP-based SDR the role of the host computer is to perform all of the baseband and 
waveform-specific processing such as filtering and modulation and demodulation while 
the USRP performs high-speed digital up and down conversion from baseband to IF 
using the on-board FPGA and from IF to RF using an analog RF daughterboard. 
3.2 Features of the USRP 
The USRP is comprised of a motherboard and up to four modular daughterboards.  
The USRP motherboard implements a digital intermediate frequency (IF) and features 
four 12-bit, 64MSamples/sec analog to digital converters (ADCs) and four 14-bit,
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128MSamples/sec digital to analog converters (DACs).  These four input and four output 
channels are interfaced to the main FPGA.  The FPGA is interfaced to a host computer 
via USB2.0 to create the data link between the USRP and the host computer. 
The modular USRP daughterboards provide the USRP access to the RF world.  
The daughterboards contain the analog RF front-end and IF mixing operations for the 
SDR.  There are several different daughterboards for the USRP each designed for a 
specific frequency band with a software tunable center frequency.  The USRP has a large 
collection of daughterboards spanning the frequency range from DC to 4.4GHz. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.1.  USRP block diagram. 
 
 
The bandwidth limitations of a bus connected USRP are dictated by the maximum 
data rate of the connection technology used and the processing power of the host PC.  For 
a USB2.0 connection the USRP can sustain a 256Mbps (32MB/sec) data rate (overhead 
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such as packet headers, time between packets, etc. reduces the USB2.0 maximum of 
480Mbps to 256MBps).  The format of the complex in-phase and quadrature (IQ) data 
sent to the PC is 16-bit in-phase and 16-bit quadrature data, which equates to 4 bytes per 
complex sample.  Therefore, the maximum data rate for the baseband IQ data is 8 mega 
samples per second (32MS/s / 4B = 8MS/s), which translates to a maximum frequency 
bandwidth of 8MHz by the Nyquist sampling theorem for complex sampling.  While the 
maximum sampling rate across the USB connection is 8MS/s, the true maximum 
sampling rate that the PC is capable of is dependent on the host PC’s data processing 
capabilities.  If the sampling rate is too high for the host PC to properly process the data, 
the USRP must change the sampling rate through interpolation and decimation.  
3.3 Compatible Software Packages 
The USRP and host computer complete the hardware portion of the SDR system, 
but in order for them to interoperate the host computer must run a compatible software 
package.  The host computer can control the USRP through the use of software such as 
the GNU Radio software package or Matlab Simulink.  Both software packages offer a 
means to control the reconfigurable parameters of the USRP such as antenna selection, 
RF center frequency, gain and sampling rate as well as define the baseband operation of 
the radio. 
3.4 GNU Radio 
GNU Radio (GR) is a free software development toolkit that provides the signal 
processing runtime and processing blocks to implement software radios using readily-
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available, low-cost external RF hardware such as the USRP.  GNU Radio is natively 
supported for the Linux operating system with some support for the Mac and Windows 
operating systems with modifications.  GNU Radio has gained popularity in academia 
due to its open-source nature and diverse user group [4].  GNU Radio applications are in 
the form of flow graphs, a series of interconnected blocks starting from a source block 
and ending in a sink block.  A block in GNU Radio is a piece of software written in the 
C++ language designed to implement a specific function such as filtering, modulation, 
signal generation or graphical display.  A GNU Radio flow graph is written in the Python 
programming language to provide a higher level of abstraction from the C++ blocks in 
order to simplify and streamline the building and implementation of a flow graph. 
3.4.1 GNU Radio and the USRP 
GNU Radio can be interfaced with the USRP to create a software defined radio 
system.  The USRP fulfills the RF and IF functions of an SDR, while GNU Radio 
performs all baseband functions and reconfigures the USRP.  GNU Radio controls the 
USRP through the Universal Hardware Driver (UHD).  The UHD provides a host driver 
and an application programming interface (API) for the USRP.  GNU Radio uses the 
UHD to modify user-specified parameters such as RF center frequency, antenna 
selection, gain and interpolation or decimation parameters.  These parameters are set by 
the user in Python and the lower level C++ passes the data to the UHD API which then 
translates the data for the USRP FPGA. 
With the USRP and GNU Radio one can create a transmitter, a receiver or a 
transceiver system.  A block diagram of a USRP-based SDR transmitter built with a 
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GNU Radio flow graph is shown in Figure 3.1, and a receiver block diagram is shown in 
Figure 3.2.  GNU Radio also offers several graphical sink blocks that can be used to 
visualize the data throughout the flow graph in the time or frequency domains.  
 
 
Fig. 3.1.  Transmitter architecture.  Blocks with dashed outlines are implemented in GNU 
Radio. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.2.  Receiver architecture.  Blocks with dashed outlines are implemented in GNU 
Radio. 
 
 
 
3.4.2 The GNU Radio Companion 
The GNU Radio Companion (GRC) is a graphical environment for building GNU 
Radio flow graphs and generating the flow graph Python scripts.  GRC provides the user 
with the ability to create a flow graph by connecting graphical blocks that represent the 
GNU Radio software blocks without the need for writing any software.  GRC is a useful 
tool for quickly building and implementing a USRP-based SDR.  More information on 
the functionality of GRC and a GNU Radio and USRP-based SDR is included in 
Appendix A. 
Data Encoding Modulation Interpolation USRP Tx
USRP Rx Decimation Demodulation Decoding Recovered Data
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3.5 Simulink-USRP 
Another software package that is compatible with the USRP is the Simulink-
USRP blockset.  Simulink-USRP is used with Matlab Simulink and was developed and 
made available by the Communications Engineering Lab at the Karlsruhe Institute of 
Technology [5].  Simulink-USRP equips Matlab Simulink with the capability to control 
the USRP and transfer data between a host computer and the USRP.  Simulink-USRP 
allows the user to process the data from the USRP in real-time utilizing Matlab and 
Simulink’s extensive list of built-in functions that many engineers are familiar with.  
Much like with GRC, Simulink provides a graphical environment to build an SDR system 
with the USRP using USRP source and sink blocks.  As with GNU Radio, the USRP’s 
reconfigurable parameters can be set through the software.  In Simulink-USRP the USRP 
source and sink blocks are used to define parameters such as the gain, center frequency 
and the sampling rate from the USRP through decimation and interpolation, respectively.  
The USRP source and sink blocks pass data through vectors and therefore the vector size 
must also be defined. 
 
11 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.3.  Simulink-USRP demo application for building an FM half duplex transceiver. 
 
 
Unlike GNU Radio and subsequently GRC, Simulink-USRP contains only USRP 
source and sink blocks; it does not offer any additional blocks to aid in building a 
communications system.  Functions for synchronization, modulation, filtering, packet 
framing, etc. must be explicitly implemented in Matlab Simulink to build a true 
communications system with Simulink-USRP.  For example, the Frequency-Modulation 
block in Figure 3.3 is not a standard Simulink block or a Simulink-USRP block, rather it 
is a user-defined block built from other Simulink blocks.  While implementing a full 
communications system with Simulink-USRP can be complex, the ability to interface 
Matlab with real-time RF data is a key feature of Simulink-USRP as it allows for real-
time and off-line processing of the IQ data. 
12 
 
The USRP is an excellent foundation for building an SDR testbed given its low 
cost relative to similar commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and its ease of use and 
reconfigurability.  Either the GNU Radio software toolkit or the Simulink-USRP blockset 
can be used to complete the SDR testbed, depending on the nature of the intended use 
case of the testbed. 
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4. COGNITIVE RADIO AND DYNAMIC SPECTRUM ACCESS 
 
 
 
4.1 Spectrum Allocation Models 
With the rapidly-increasing amount of high data rate wireless devices, 
technologies and services appearing on the market today, there is an increasing demand 
for the wireless spectrum.  Current wireless networks are characterized by a static 
spectrum allocation policy, where governmental agencies assign wireless spectrum to 
license holders on a long-term basis for large geographical regions.  Recently, because of 
the increase in spectrum demand, this policy faces spectrum scarcity in particular 
spectrum bands [6]. 
Some of these static frequency bands can be licensed to certain customers.  The 
licenses limit the use of these frequency bands only to the appropriate licensees.  This 
method of allocation prevents unlicensed users from interfering with licensed users’ and 
ensures a high Quality of Service (QoS) for licensed users; however it can lead to 
inefficient usage of spectrum.  For instance, sporadic usage and geographical variations 
can lead to spectral utilization of 15% to 85% with a high variance in time [7].  Spectral 
inefficiencies such as this lead to the creation of spectrum opportunities.  Spectrum 
opportunities are defined in the time, frequency or spatial domains.  According to 
traditional spectral management methods these spectrum opportunities would remain 
unutilized.  However, the increasing demand on the wireless spectrum is fueling research 
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into how this traditional spectrum allocation model can be altered to allow the spectrum 
opportunities to be utilized by other users. 
4.1 Cognitive Radio 
Cognitive radio (CR) is a breakthrough technology which is expected to have a 
profound impact on the way radio spectrum will be accessed, managed and shared in the 
future [8].  It is a particular extension of software radio originally proposed in by Joseph 
Mitola III in his doctoral dissertation [9].  While there is no formal definition of CR, a 
popular definition recently adopted by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 
is “Cognitive radio: A radio or system that senses its operational electromagnetic 
environment and can dynamically and autonomously adjust its radio operating 
parameters to modify system operation, such as maximize throughput, mitigate 
interference, facilitate interoperability, access secondary markets.” [10]. 
To further expand on the definition, a CR must be able to sense the spectral 
environment over a wide frequency band and exploit this information to opportunistically 
provide wireless links that best meet the user communications requirements [11].  CR is 
currently considered as one of the most promising solutions to the aforementioned 
spectrum scarcity problem by enabling highly dynamic access to the spectrum in future 
wireless communication systems [8].  Furthermore, cognitive radio is the enabling 
technology for dynamic spectrum access [12]. 
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4.2 Introduction to Dynamic Spectrum Access 
The opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) model is growing in acceptance in the 
US and the UK [8].  It is a spectrum access model that represents the licensed users as the 
primary users of the licensed spectrum and all other non-licensed users as secondary 
users of that spectrum.  The model is based upon the idea that radios known as primary 
users (PUs) have the spectral right-of-way and cognitive radio users known as secondary 
users (SUs) can take advantage of the spectrum opportunities that PUs may leave.  Since 
cognitive radios are considered lower priority, or secondary, users of spectrum allocated 
to a primary user, a fundamental requirement is to avoid interference to potential primary 
users in their vicinity [11].  This type of spectrum access by the SU is termed dynamic 
spectrum access (DSA) due to the dynamic behavior the SU must employ in order access 
the spectrum while avoiding interfering with a PU.  Four key components to DSA are 
spectrum opportunity identification, spectrum opportunity detection, spectrum 
opportunity tracking and spectrum opportunity exploitation [13]. 
4.3 Spectrum Opportunity Identification 
A spectral hole does not necessarily equate to an opportunity for the SU to use the 
spectrum [6].  Secondary users must determine if a spectral hole is usable through the 
process of spectral opportunity identification.  In order for a spectral hole to be a spectral 
opportunity for the SU, the SU must determine if the spectral hole is wide enough in 
frequency to accommodate the bandwidth of the SU’s signal.  
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4.4 Spectrum Opportunity Detection 
 Once a spectrum opportunity has been identified by a secondary user, the SU 
must detect when such opportunities exist and when they do not.  This method is called 
spectrum opportunity detection and it can be handled in one of two ways, a priori 
knowledge of the spectrum or through spectrum sensing [6]. 
4.4.1 The a priori model 
A priori knowledge of the spectrum could provide the SU with a location of the 
spectral holes that are available for use.  A simplistic model of such a scenario would be 
providing the SU with a list of frequencies that are not used by primary users in certain 
geographical areas.  The SU could use a geolocation technology such as global 
positioning system (GPS) to determine which frequencies are available for the SU to 
utilize [14-16].  Certain challenges arise when the SU relies solely on a priori knowledge 
of the spectrum.  The SU must be certain that the a priori information that it is basing its 
decisions on is current and not out of date or else there is risk of interfering with primary 
users.  As more SUs begin accessing the same spectrum in a common geographical 
location, the a priori knowledge that each SU has must also include the other SUs’ 
activity in order to avoid interference among SUs. 
4.4.2 Spectrum measurement and sensing 
In the event that a priori spectrum information is either not available or not 
sufficient enough to prevent interference, spectral opportunities must be detected by 
actively measuring or sensing the spectrum.  Spectrum sensing provides the SU with real-
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time spectral information that can be used to determine if a spectral opportunity exists in 
the time, frequency and spatial domains.  Spectrum sensing enables a higher degree of 
flexibility to a SU compared to the a priori model in that it is location independent.  
However, spectrum sensing with no a priori knowledge of the spectrum is inherently less 
effective at preventing interference with PUs due to detection delay and detection 
uncertainty.  Since one requirement for a spectral opportunity to exist depends on the 
length of time that the spectrum is vacant, the only way that a SU can know without 
uncertainty that a spectral opportunity exists is after the opportunity has passed; this 
illustrates the effect of detection uncertainty.  While a SU is accessing a spectrum 
opportunity, detection delay describes the delay between detecting a PU re-entering the 
spectrum and the SU recognizing that there is no longer a spectral opportunity and 
ceasing its use of the spectrum. 
4.5 Spectrum Opportunity Tracking 
In an attempt to minimize interference to primary users while making the most 
out of the opportunities, cognitive radios should keep track of variations in spectrum 
availability and should make predictions [17].  The SU can attempt to build a bank of 
knowledge about the state of the spectrum over time by sensing the spectrum and 
analyzing the spectral data.  The SU can attempt to identify patterns in the data, for 
example periodic usage by a PU, or attempt to model the spectrum occupancy as a 
random distribution [18].  Other research has expanded on this area by modeling 
spectrum states using Markov chains [19]. 
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4.6 Spectrum Opportunity Exploitation 
Exploiting spectrum opportunities is fairly straightforward once spectrum 
identification, detection and tracking have been implemented.  Once the SU has gained 
knowledge about the spectrum it can access spectrum opportunities with a lower 
probability of interference.
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5. SPECTRUM SENSING 
 
 
 
5.1 Spectrum Sensing Techniques 
 As it has been introduced, spectrum sensing is a key issue in cognitive radio and 
dynamic spectrum access [20].  Spectrum sensing provides the secondary user with 
knowledge about the spectrum.  The SU needs to use this information to attempt to detect 
spectrum opportunities and to reduce the probability of interference with a PU.  In order 
to successfully detect spectral holes the SU must be able to differentiate between 
communication signals and noise.  Several techniques of varying complexity and 
resolution can be used to detect the presence of spectrum opportunities. 
5.1.1 Coherent detection 
In the field of wireless communications it is known that the matched filter 
achieves optimum performance in a receiver.  The same principle holds for spectrum 
sensing and PU detection.  If a SU implements a matched filter to perform coherent 
detection of a PU’s signal the SU will achieve optimum detection performance [21]. 
However, in order to use the matched filter within spectrum sensing, the SU must 
be synchronized with the PU’s signal and must even be able to demodulate the PU’s 
signal.  Accordingly, the secondary user has to have prior information about the primary 
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user’s signal such as the preamble signaling for synchronization, pilot patterns for 
channel estimation, and even modulation scheme of the transmitted signal, et cetera. 
5.1.2 Cyclostationary feature detection 
Modulated signals are in general coupled with sine wave carriers, pulse trains, 
repeating spreading, hoping sequences, or cyclic prefixes which result in built-in 
periodicity.  Even though the data is a stationary random process, these modulated signals 
are characterized as cyclostationary, since their statistics, mean and autocorrelation, 
exhibit periodicity.  The feature detection technique exploits the cyclostationarity of 
modulated signals to differentiate between a random signal with a particular modulation 
type in a background of noise and other modulated signals [11].  
Feature detection provides better performance than an energy detector (examined 
next) however, it can be computationally complex and difficult to implement [22]. 
5.1.3 Energy detection 
One of the simplest methods of sensing the spectrum is to measure the energy 
content in a particular frequency band [23].  When this method is used to detect spectral 
holes, it is referred to as energy detection.  Energy detection is a non-coherent form of 
detection and therefore does not require any a priori knowledge of other users’ signals.  
The goal of energy detection is to distinguish between two hypotheses [24]: 
 H0: Y[n] = W[n] (5.1)
 H1: Y[n] = W[n] + X[n] (5.2)
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n = 1,…,N; where N is the observation interval, hypothesis H0 defines that there is no PU 
present and hypothesis H1 defines that there is a primary user present.  Y[n] are the 
digitized received IQ data, W[n] represents zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) and X[n] is the signal of a primary user.  Energy detection selects a hypothesis, 
either H0 or H1, by computing a decision statistic T and comparing this statistic to a 
predetermined threshold γ [24]. 
Energy detection can be realized in two different methods [25].  The first method 
shown in Figure 5.1 uses a low pass filter to remove out of band noise and interference, 
an analog to digital converter to digitize the analog signal and a square law device to 
compute the energy and a decision statistic T.  The second method implements a 
periodogram shown in Figure 4.1b through means of the magnitude squared of the FFT 
over the observed spectrum to produce the decision statistic T. 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 5.1.  Energy detection method (a) with an analog pre-filter and square-law device (b) 
with FFT magnitude squared and averaged. 
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The decision statistic for the energy detector can be mathematically written as: 
 
N
nYT 2][  (5.3)
The hypothesis selection is determined by testing the decision statistic T: 
 0HT    (5.4)
 1HT    (5.5)
Once the hypothesis has been selected by testing the decision statistic, the energy 
detector declares the spectrum to be either vacant or occupied and the SU can operate in 
accordance to this. 
While being the simplest sensing method, energy detection also has its 
limitations.  Some of the challenges with energy detector based sensing include selection 
of the threshold for detecting primary users, inability to differentiate interference from 
primary users and noise, and poor performance under low signal-to-noise ratio SNR 
values [26].  The performance of the energy detector is also dependent on the observation 
period [24].  In cases of low SNR the observation period can be increased to reduce the 
zero-mean noise by averaging.  This can lead to inefficient time usage and missed 
opportunities by the detector. 
5.2 Cooperative Spectrum Sensing 
When a cognitive radio network (CRN) has multiple SUs, all SUs can collaborate 
in sensing a channel and share their sensing results with other SUs to determine the 
presence of PUs.  This is defined as cooperative sensing. 
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The performance of spectrum sensing techniques is limited by the received signal 
strength which may be severely degraded due to multipath fading and shadowing.  In 
such a scenario cooperative sensing may alleviate the problem of detecting the primary 
user by reducing the probability of interference to a primary user.  In cooperative sensing 
the variability of signal strength at various locations is relied upon.  A large network of 
cognitive radios with sensing information exchanged between neighbors will have a 
better chance of detecting the primary user compared to individual sensing [11].  
Figure 5.2 shows an example CRN of five SUs in the presence of three PUs.  The 
colored regions A, B and C are the regions in which at least one PU’s signal is detectable.  
In region D there are no PU signals detectable.  The SUs which are inside regions A, B or 
C (SU 1 – SU 4) will detect a PU whereas SU 5 will not.  If SU 5 were sensing the 
spectrum independently it may decide that the spectrum is free and may begin 
transmitting.  This could be a problem if SU 5 has the transmit radius depicted by the 
dotted line in Figure 5.3 and begins transmitting, as it could interfere with PUs that may 
be in regions A or C.  Through cooperative sensing SUs can share their spectrum sensing 
results with each other or a common device to obtain a more accurate representation of 
the spectrum and to prevent this type of interference. 
The SUs may exchange information over a reserved common physical channel 
called a cognitive pilot channel.  In some cases the SUs may be connected using a wired 
network such as Ethernet and use the wired network to exchange information. 
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Fig. 5.2.  Example CRN with three PU transmitters and five SUs; SU5 is out of range of 
all PU transmitters. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.3.  Example CRN with three PU transmitters and five SUs; transmit radius of 
secondary user SU 5 represented by dotted line.
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6. SDR TESTBED DEVELOPMENT 
 
 
 
6.1 Description of Testbed 
The SDR testbed platform developed for the IPFW Wireless Technology Center 
(WTC) is designed around the USRP and either Simulink-USRP or GNU Radio.  Both 
software platforms are useful tools for research in SDR and DSA, each with different use 
cases.  The GNU Radio platform has been utilized for building wireless transmitter-
receiver pairs for use in research in spectrum estimation and classroom exercises.  The 
Simulink-USRP platform has been utilized for research in spectrum estimation and 
spectrum probing algorithms.  
6.2 Energy Detector Implementation 
This research is focused on the implementation of energy detection with both 
GNU Radio and Simulink-USRP.  As previously presented, energy detection is the 
simplest method of spectrum sensing.  While the implementation of the energy detector 
differs slightly between the two software packages, the underlying method remains the 
same.  The method of computing the energy that is implemented in the testbed is the FFT 
magnitude-squared method described above and shown in Figure 5.1b. 
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6.2.1 GNU Radio implementation 
The GNU Radio implementation of the energy detector is based on the example 
GNU Radio program usrp_spectrum_sense.py which is used for implementing a 
wideband spectrum analyzer.  The example Python code provides the framework for 
controlling the USRP and computing FFT-magnitude squared data.  By expanding on the 
framework the remaining components of the energy detector are implemented in Python 
such as the decision statistic generation and the hypothesis testing.  The magnitude-
squared data and decided channel state are stored in a file for off-line processing with 
another software package such as Matlab or Octave. 
A key advantage of the GNU Radio implementation is the ability to scan a 
bandwidth larger than the USRP’s limitations.  This is done by retuning the USRP to an 
adjacent frequency band immediately after scanning the previous band, which is 
controlled by the usrp_spectrum_sense.py code, and then combining the data.  However, 
this does not allow real-time scanning of such a wide band and may be too slow for some 
applications. 
6.2.2 Simulink-USRP implementation 
The Simulink-USRP implementation of the energy detector shown in Figure 6.1 is 
built in Simulink using the USRP Source block to provide the IQ data to the Simulink 
environment.  Using standard Simulink blocks the IQ data are converted into FFT-
magnitude squared data.  The data are then input into an Embedded Matlab Function 
block defined as Detector block, which completes the energy detector and controls the 
behavior of the detector.  Data are input into the Detector block at the rate that the USRP 
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is providing data, a rate that is much higher than the desired probing rate.  The channel 
scan interval X is set as a multiple of the USRP data rate within the Detector block, where 
X is typically two orders of magnitude larger than the USRP data rate.  An if-loop is used 
to convert the USRP data rate to the channel scan rate.  As data are input into the 
Detector block, data are only processed and stored once every channel scan interval X 
and the other data go unprocessed.  This method is used rather than only receiving data 
from the USRP at the channel scan rate to avoid variable timing overhead associated with 
initializing the USRP prior to making its first scan. 
A key advantage to the Simulink-USRP implementation is the capability for real-
time processing of the data.  If additional processing of the data is required the data can 
be directly output to Matlab without the need for being written to a file first.  
Furthermore, the Simulink model can be controlled from Matlab, enabling automated 
implementation and data analysis.  
 
 
 
Fig. 6.1.  Simulink-USRP implementation of an energy detector. 
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7. SPECTRUM PROBING AND PROBING DELAY 
 
 
 
7.1 Description of Spectrum Probing 
 Spectrum sensing describes the process of measuring and estimating the 
spectrum.  One important aspect of spectrum sensing is to determine when and how often 
to sense the spectrum.  The term spectrum probing specifically refers to such scheduling 
policies and is used to avoid confusion with the more general term spectrum sensing.  
Spectrum probing mechanisms should be efficient and fast to avoid harmful interference 
with primary users (PUs).  One of the main purposes of spectrum probing is to detect the 
absence and the return of PU signals in a channel in a timely manner, so that the SUs can 
utilize licensed spectrum bands opportunistically without interfering with the PUs [1]. 
Many existing cooperative sensing schemes consider that all SUs are 
synchronized in sensing the channel.  That is, all SUs probe the channel at the same time.  
This work investigates the results of spectrum probing when SUs are not necessarily 
synchronized together and instead probe the channel independently as illustrated in 
Figure 7.1.  Furthermore, randomized probing methods are investigated and compared to 
periodic methods. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 7.1.  Synchronized periodic spectrum probing (a) and independent periodic spectrum 
probing by three users (b). 
 
 
 
7.2 Spectrum Probing Methods 
Standards and other works in the area of spectrum sensing do not address the 
methods used for implementing spectrum probing policies.  The most commonly adopted 
method for spectrum probing is periodic probing.  In periodic probing the spectrum is 
probed at periodic intervals.  Other probing methods have been proposed that do not 
require the spectrum to be probed in a periodic manner, rather in a manner that fits a 
random distribution such as uniform or Poisson [1]. 
As in [1] Xi is used to denote the time interval between the SU’s ith and (i + 1)th 
channel scan or probe (i = 1,2,…).  In the case of periodic probing all Xi’s are equal and 
fixed, i.e., Xi = µ.  In the case of randomized probing all Xi’s are independent and 
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identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with a distribution function )(tFX .  For 
the uniform random probing method the probe interval X follows a uniform distribution 
within [0, 2µ], i.e., 
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While for Poisson probing the probe interval X follows an exponential distribution 
with mean µ i.e., 
 

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  0
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)( / t
t
e
tF tX   (7.2)
Figure 7.2 shows an illustration of the implementations of these different probing 
methods.  
 
 
Fig. 7.2.  Illustration of periodic and random probing methods. 
 
 
 
7.3 Description of Probing Delay 
To evaluate the performance of a spectrum probing method a performance metric 
called probing delay, i.e., how quickly a probing method can detect a channel change, is 
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used.  Probing delay is also the performance metric used to compare the performance of 
periodic and random probing methods. 
Probing delay can lead to either interference with a PU or a missed opportunity.  
Probing delay which occurs when the channel changes from the occupied to vacant state 
results in a missed opportunity.  This is due to the receiver declaring the channel 
occupied when it is actually vacant.  Conversely, when probing delay occurs after the 
channel changes from vacant to occupied results in interference with the PU, due to the 
receiver declaring the channel vacant when it is actually occupied.  Figures 7.3-7.5 show 
these cases. 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.3.  Case of near-perfect detection. Blue – actual channel state, Red – probed 
channel state. 0=vacant, 1=occupied. 
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Fig. 7.4.  Small probing delay, resulting in interference. Blue – actual channel state, Red 
– probed channel state. 0=vacant, 1=occupied. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.5.  Large probing delay, resulting in missed opportunity. Blue – actual channel 
state, Red – probed channel state. 0=vacant, 1=occupied. 
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7.4 Theoretical Analysis of Probing Delay 
7.4.1 Independent perfect detection 
If a SU always correctly determines the channel state in the probing time it is 
considered the case of perfect detection.  Let { )(tN , t ≥ 0} be the number of scans that 
occurred before time t.  Since the time intervals between two successive probes (Xi’s) are 
independent identically distributed (i.i.d.), )(tN  can be regarded as a renewal process.  
The residual time from t until the next scan is further defined as )(tY .  Since a change in 
the channel status can occur at any time t, the average probing delay D is equal to the 
expected value of )(tY , which can be calculated using the renewal reward theorem [27] 
as: 
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Knowing the probing interval X and the fact that var[X] ≥ 0 and D ≥ µ/2, the 
theoretical minimum average probing delay can be calculated if the average probing 
interval µ is also known.  For the periodic case where all Xi’s are equal, var[X] = 0 the 
average probing delay, D is 
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 D = µ/2 (7.4)
 
For the random probing case, var[X] is always positive.  Therefore the average 
probing delay is always larger than µ/2.  For Poisson probing, var[X] = µ and the average 
probing delay D is 
 D = µ (7.5)
 
For uniform probing, var[X] = µ2/3 and the average probing delay D is 
 D = (2µ/3) (7.6)
7.4.2 Independent imperfect detection 
If a SU does not always detect the channel state successfully in the probing time it 
is considered the case of imperfect detection or detection with uncertainty.  Imperfect 
detection of a PU results in misdetection or false alarm.  The SU then has a probability of 
misdetection (PMD) and a probability of false alarm (PFA), where PMD = PFA = 1 – p and 0 
≤ p ≤ 1. 
These probabilities of uncertainty must be accounted for in the theoretical average 
probing delay calculations.  From [1] the theoretical independent probing delays in the 
presence of uncertainty are: 
 Periodic: 


 
p
pD 1
2
1  (7.7)
 Uniform: 


 
p
pD 1
3
2  (7.8)
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 Poisson: 


 
p
pD 11  (7.9)
7.4.3 Cooperative perfect detection 
 Similarly to independent sensing, if a SU always correctly determines the channel 
state in the probing time it is considered the case of perfect detection.  The case of 
independent cooperative sensing is considered, meaning that all SUs in a CRN are not 
required to be synchronized in their probing intervals.  In the cooperative sensing 
scenario a simple OR rule [28] is adopted to determine the channel status, meaning that 
all SUs in a CRN independently probe the same channel and as soon as one SU senses a 
channel state change it will inform the other SUs.  As the number of SUs in a CRN 
increases the number of inputs into the OR rule increase leading to potential reduction in 
detection time which is explained in detail in [1] and yields the following results for 
cooperative probing delay under perfect detection: 
 Periodic: 
1 ND

 (7.10)
 Uniform: 
12
2
 ND

 (7.11)
       Poisson: 
N
D   (7.12)
 
 
In this work, probing delay for the case of independent cooperative sensing with 
imperfect detection is examined through simulation and experimentation only. 
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8. TESTBED IMPLEMENTATION: MEASUREMENT OF PROBING 
DELAY 
 
 
 
8.1 Overview 
 This work implements the spectrum probing methods specified in [1] in the SDR 
testbed described in this paper.  The methods of independent sensing and cooperative 
sensing are explored with the testbed under the case of perfect detection.  The 
performance metric for each case is the average probing delay.  The probing delay for 
channel state change m is Dm, where m = 1,2,…M and M is the total number of channel 
state changes for a given experiment.  Then the average probing delay, D , is defined as 
the average of the measured probing delays for each channel state changes.  
 
M
D
D
M
m
m
 1  (8.1)
 
By calculating D for different spectrum probing methods, their performance can 
be evaluated and compared. 
8.2 Primary User Emulation 
For these experiments a vector signal generator (VSG) was used to emulate the 
behavior of a PU.  The VSG was programmed to output a 100 kHz wide test signal at 900 
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MHz that was toggled on and off at randomly generated intervals to emulate the behavior 
of a PU entering and exiting the spectrum.  The signal ON and OFF intervals were 
uniform-randomly generated off-line and then programmed into the VSG.  A total of 50 
channel state changes are included in one cycle of the test signal.  This provided a known 
test signal of finite length that was random in origin but known for the experiment.  The 
channel state (ON/OFF) representation of the test signal is shown in Figure 8.1.  To 
measure the probing delay, the time of the actual channel state must be known along with 
the time at which the detector has determined the channel status through spectrum 
sensing.  By using the known test signal, the former requirement is satisfied.  The 
challenge then is synchronizing the test signal and the receiver so that the data can be 
properly analyzed after the experiment and the probing delay be accurately measured. 
 
 
Fig. 8.1.  Channel state ON/OFF representation of the test signal. 
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approximately 7.8 kHz (sampling period of 128µs) called the synchronization frequency.  
Once the receiver detects the synchronization pulse it declares that moment as time zero, 
or t0.  The maximum delay between the start of the actual synchronization pulse and 
when the receiver detected it, called the synchronization delay, is one synchronization 
period of 128µs.  As long as the synchronization period is much less than the spectrum 
probing period it can be considered negligible and not be factored into the results. 
 After establishing a time zero, the receiver waits a randomly generated period of 
time before beginning the actual spectrum probing period.  The delay time is uniform 
random between 1000 and 4000 milliseconds.  Figure 8.2 illustrates the synchronization 
probing process and the transition into the spectrum sensing process. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8.2.  Synchronization probing process; synchronization pulse (A), synchronization 
probes (B), random delay time (C), spectrum sensing probes (D). 
 
 
8.4 Probing Implementation 
The Simulink-USRP energy detector was selected for implementation of the 
spectrum probing methods.  The USRP decimation was set to 64 providing an observable 
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bandwidth of 1MHz (1M Samples/sec).  The IQ data are packed in vectors of length 128 
which sets the Simulink sample time, TSIM to (1/1MHz)·128=128μs per sample.  The 
probing method is configured to be either periodic, uniform or Poisson.  For periodic 
probing the probing interval, Tp, is equal to a constant value that is multiplied by the 
simulation period, TSIM.  For random uniform and Poisson probing a Matlab function is 
used to generate a random number based on the specified mean and distribution which is 
then multiplied by TSIM to form the probing interval, Tp.  The FFT magnitude-squared of 
the IQ data is computed every TSIM and input into the Detector block.  The Detector block 
increments a count variable that is compared to Tp.  If the count exceeds Tp then the 
remaining energy detector functions are implemented.  The energy detector computes a 
running sum of the FFT magnitude-squared data for each consecutive sample until 
another loop counter variable has exceeded the dwell time, Tdwell.  The running sum is 
then divided by Tdwell in order to compute the average energy over the dwell time.  This 
energy represents the energy of the entire observed spectrum for the observed dwell time.  
This energy is then compared to a predetermined threshold to determine if the channel 
state is occupied or vacant.  For this work an arbitrary threshold was chosen, however in 
practice the choice of threshold has a direct effect on the detection and false alarm 
probabilities and should be set accordingly [21].  Finally, the Detector block resets the 
loop count variables, generates a new Tp (for random probing methods) and then stores 
the computed energy, determined channel state and the probing time to the Matlab 
workspace for further analysis of probing delay. 
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experiment can emulate a different SU.  By repeating the probing experiment N times up 
to N SUs can be modeled and their cooperative probing delays can be computed. 
8.5 Data Analysis 
 After completion of a probing period the data required to compute metrics such as 
the probing delay are stored in the Matlab workspace.  The primary measurement of 
interest is the probing delay.  Before the probing delay can be computed in Matlab, the 
test signal must be stored in Matlab.  To accomplish this, the test signal is probed using 
the energy detector with Tp=1 and without a random delay, which digitizes the test signal 
in Matlab with a resolution of 128µs.  The channel state transition points, or edges, of the 
test signal are identified using a Matlab script file.  The times of the edges are stored in a 
vector actual_tedges, which represents the absolute times of the channel state changes of 
the test signal. 
 Once the test signal has been stored in Matlab it is used as the reference for 
computing the probing delay for the different probing methods.  The spectrum probing 
data from the energy detector are stored in Matlab for mathematical analysis of probing 
delay but can also be plotted to visualize the implementation of the probing method.  
Figure 8.4 shows the digitized test signal in blue with the spectrum probing events in red.  
The randomization in probing interval can be clearly seen in Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7, 
compared to the periodic probing in Figure 8.5. 
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Fig. 8.4.  Digitized test signal (blue) with probing events (red). 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8.5.  Periodic spectrum probing, probing events in red. 
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Fig. 8.6.  Uniform random spectrum probing, probing events in red. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 8.7.  Poisson random spectrum probing, probing events in red. 
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8.5.1 Independent sensing 
 For the case of independent sensing, a single spectrum probing experiment is 
analyzed for probing delay.  To compute the probing delay of an experiment the probed 
data that are stored in the Matlab workspace are analyzed using the 
simulink_spect_probing_UI Matlab script by first identifying the synchronization pulse 
from the probed data and declaring this point as time zero.  This allows the remainder of 
the probed data to be offset to a time relative to this time zero.  Next, the channel state 
transition points, or edges, are identified through a user-defined Matlab function, 
edgefind, and the times of the edges are stored in a vector tedges.  The vector containing 
the test signal channel state transition points, actual_tedges, is subtracted from the vector 
containing the probed channel state transition points, tedges, to compute the probing 
delay.  User-defined Matlab scripts and functions used are provided in Appendix B. 
8.5.2 Cooperative sensing 
 In the case of cooperative sensing the probing delay for a channel state change is 
equal to the minimum probing delay among all cooperative users in the CRN.  The 
average probing delay then is the average of all of the cooperative delays.  
To implement the case of cooperative sensing using the testbed for n cooperative 
users, the experiment must be repeated n times as previously described.  The probing 
delay results of the n trials of the experiment are computed in the same manner as the 
independent sensing case; however the probing delay results are stored in a matrix, 
delays.  The matrix delays is an M x n matrix where M is the total number of channel 
state changes and n is the total number of cooperative users. 
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The element dij is defined as the probing delay for ith state change computed by 
the jth cooperative user. 
The set of all cooperative users is defined as S, where S={1,2,…,n} corresponds 
to the columns of the matrix delays.  From the matrix delays, probing delay can be 
computed for any set of k cooperative users where nk ,...,2,1 . 
To evaluate the average cooperative probing delay for k cooperative users, the 
average probing delay for each subset of S which contains k users must be computed and 
averaged together.  Since order does not matter these subsets are combinations of the 
elements of S.  The total number of combinations for k cooperative users is computed 
using the binomial coefficient: 
 
)!(!
!
knk
n
k
n


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
 (8.3)
The set which contains all combinations of k users is defined as 
 },...,,{ 21 kikkk SSSS   (8.4)
where 



k
n
i ,...,2,1  and SSk  .  The Ski elements are enumerated combinations of 
length k of the elements of S that define which users, i.e.  which columns of the matrix 
delays, should be used to compute the average probing delay. 
The average probing delay for k cooperative users can then be computed as 
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 ),...,,min( 21 kikkk DDDD   (8.5)
where kiD  is defined as the average cooperative probing delay between the k users in 
subset Ski. 
 The Matlab script coopsensing shown in Appendix B was written to determine 
and enumerate all possible k combinations of cooperative users from Sk and to compute 
kD  for k=1,2,…,n. 
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9. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
 
 
This chapter presents the results of the experimental measurement of probing 
delay obtained from implementation of the testbed for three probing methods, periodic, 
uniform random and Poisson random.  Experimental probing delays are compared to the 
theoretical analysis of probing delays presented in chapter 7.  For completeness, 
simulation of the probing methods is also performed and the probing delay results are 
presented and compared to the theoretical analysis and experimental results.  Both the 
independent and cooperative scenarios are evaluated and all results are presented for both 
the perfect and imperfect detection scenarios.   
In order to compare performance of probing methods it is assumed that all SUs 
spend the same average amount of power in sensing the channel, i.e., the average probing 
interval of all SUs is the same (E[X] = µ).  The minimum time for the channel to remain 
at a given state, ON or OFF, was 300ms and the maximum time was 1200ms. 
9.1 Simulation Results of Probing Delay 
For completeness, all three probing methods were simulated using the same 
simulation method as in [1] with adjustments for time scaling.  The simulation results are 
compared against the theoretical analysis results in figures 9.1-9.6.  It is evident from the 
figures that the simulation results are a near perfect fit with the theoretical analysis.  The 
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error bars in the figures represent the variability of the mean of the data within one 
standard deviation. 
 
 
Fig. 9.1.  Periodic probing. Average probing delay, simulation versus theoretical, for the 
independent sensing scenario. 
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Fig. 9.2.  Poisson probing.  Average probing delay, simulation versus theoretical, for the 
independent sensing scenario. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.3.  Uniform probing.  Average probing delay, simulation versus theoretical 
analysis, for the independent sensing scenario. 
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Fig. 9.4.  Periodic probing.  Average probing delay, simulation versus theoretical, for the 
cooperative sensing scenario. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.  Poisson probing.  Average probing delay, simulation versus theoretical analysis, 
for the independent sensing scenario. 
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Fig. 9.6.  Uniform probing.  Average probing delay, simulation versus theoretical 
analysis, for the independent sensing scenario. 
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the probing method with respect to the probing interval. 
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was perform and plotted to compare the theoretical performance of the different methods.  
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periodic probing provides the smallest average probing delay for a single user for all 
average probing intervals. 
Finally, the experimental probing delays of the three probing methods were 
measured and analyzed.  To obtain a statistical representation of the average probing 
delay, each experiment was repeated 50 times for each probing period and each probing 
method.  The average probing delay for each of the 50 trials was computed and averaged 
to obtain the average probing delay used as the experimental result.   
The comparison of the experimental results for the three probing methods is 
shown in Figure 9.8.  Comparison of the experimental results to the simulation results is 
found in Figures 9.11, 9.13 and 9.15.  In addition to the average, the data for each of the 
50 trials of the experiments are shown in Figure 9.10, 9.12 and 9.14.  Figure 9.9 shows 
the average probing delay normalized to the probing period.  It can be seen from Figure 
9.10 that independent of the probing interval, the average probing delay closely matches 
the theoretical analysis derived in Equations 7.4-7.6. 
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Fig. 9.7.  Theoretical analysis of average probing delay versus average probing interval. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.8.  Experimental average probing delay versus average probing interval. 
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Fig. 9.9.  Normalized probing delay versus average probing interval. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.10.  Periodic probing.  Average probing delay, experimental versus theoretical 
analysis; data from 50 users. 
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Fig. 9.11.  Periodic probing.  Average probing delay, experimental versus theoretical 
analysis, average of 50-user data set. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.12.  Poisson probing.  Average probing delay, experimental versus theoretical 
analysis; raw data from 50 users. 
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Fig. 9.13.  Poisson probing.  Average probing delay, experimental versus theoretical 
analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.14.  Uniform probing.  Average probing delay, experimental versus theoretical 
analysis; data from 50 users. 
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Fig. 9.15.  Uniform probing.  Average probing delay, experimental versus theoretical 
analysis. 
 
9.2.2 Cooperative sensing results 
As k grows larger, the number of combinations required to be enumerated and 
computed grows exponentially as seen in Figure 9.16.  For simplicity and efficiency of 
the cooperative probing experiments the number of cooperative users was limited to 15.  
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Fig. 9.16.  Exponential growth of SU combinations required to compute, combinations of 
15 SUs indicated. 
 
 
 
Figure 9.17 shows the theoretical performance comparison between periodic, 
uniform random and Poisson random probing methods.  It can be seen from Figure 9.17 
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performance comparisons between the experimental and theoretical probing delays for 
each individual probing method can be seen in figures 9.19-9.21. 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.17.  Theoretical analysis of average probing delay of spectrum probing methods 
under cooperative sensing scenario. 
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Fig. 9.18.  Experimental average probing delay of spectrum probing methods under 
cooperative sensing scenario. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.19.  Periodic probing.  Average probing delay, experimental versus theoretical 
analysis, for the cooperative sensing scenario. 
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Fig. 9.20.  Uniform probing.  Average probing delay, experimental versus theoretical 
analysis, for the cooperative sensing scenario. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.21.  Poisson probing.  Average probing delay, experimental versus theoretical 
analysis, for the cooperative sensing scenario. 
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Figure 9.22 shows the average probing delay of the different spectrum probing 
methods normalized to the average probing delay of the periodic method.  From Figure 
9.22 it is shown that as the number of cooperative users exceeds seven, uniform random 
probing performs equal to or better than periodic probing.  For Poisson random probing, 
13 or more cooperative users are required to perform equal to or better than periodic 
probing.  It should be noted that depending on the probing period used and the detection 
time requirements, performance differences between the three probing methods may be 
considered negligible with just a few cooperative users. 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.22.  Average probing delay of cooperative spectrum probing methods normalized 
to the average probing delay of the periodic method. 
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 
 
A software defined radio testbed has been developed for the IPFW Wireless 
Technology Center enabling future experimental research in cognitive radio.  This work 
has detailed the hardware and software design of the testbed and provided background 
information on resources used to develop the testbed. 
Compared to other popular USRP energy detector implementations such as the 
usrp_spectrum_sense.py implementation, the Simulink implementation of this testbed has 
been optimized for use in energy detection.  The total processing time for energy 
detection in 1 MHz of spectrum is less than 128µs (per unit dwell time) for the Simulink 
implementation compared to the 3ms (per unit dwell time) processing time of 
usrp_spectrum_sense.py.  This improvement in processing time is due to the reduction in 
overheard in Simulink and the elimination of non-essential processing.  This overhead 
can be reduced in GNU Radio through modification of the lower level C++ code in the 
GNU Radio blocks; however, making these modifications requires much more time and 
coding effort and reduces the overall design flexibility. 
The optimized Simulink energy detector implementation of the testbed has been used 
for research in spectrum probing mechanisms, specifically in the measurement of probing 
delay.  The testbed’s performance has been verified by comparing the results of the 
experimental data collected with the testbed to analytical and simulation results.  The 
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implementation of the testbed in this spectrum probing research further supports and 
substantiates the claims and findings in [1].  Specifically that under the same power 
budget on spectrum probing, periodic probing allows a SU to detect a channel change 
with the minimum delay compared to Poisson and uniform random probing methods.  
However, if SUs in a CRN collaborate in detecting the channel change probing 
mechanisms with some randomization can reduce the probing delay, especially when the 
number of SUs is large, without an increase in power consumption. 
10.1 Future Work 
The development of this SDR testbed enables the IPFW WTC to perform 
experimental research on software defined radio, cognitive radio and dynamic spectrum 
access.  The IPFW WTC testbed has been designed to be a platform for future research 
topics in the area of cognitive radio and dynamic spectrum access.  This section describes 
opportunities for future research utilizing the IPFW WTC testbed. 
10.1.1  Probing delay under imperfect detection 
 The testbed in this work has been used to evaluate the performance of spectrum 
probing methods for single SUs and for a network of SUs under the scenario of perfect 
detection.  The scenario of imperfect detection has been introduced in this work but has 
not been sufficiently studied.  The imperfect detection scenario is where the case of 
cooperative sensing provides the greatest performance advantage over individual sensing.  
The testbed can be implemented under the imperfect detection scenario in order to further 
study this performance advantage. 
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10.1.2  A DSA-enabled CR transceiver 
This work has focused on the spectrum opportunity identification and detection 
aspects of DSA.  Future work can expand on this and implement the remaining aspects of 
DSA, spectrum opportunity tracking and exploitation, to build a DSA-enabled cognitive 
radio transceiver.  The GNU Radio design of the testbed can be used as the foundation 
for building such a transceiver.  Implementation of a DSA-enabled CR using the testbed 
could also be expanded to include and ontology.  
10.1.3  Advanced spectrum sensing methods 
 The spectrum sensing method implemented in this work is the energy detector.  
As previously stated, while the energy detector is the simplest spectrum sensing method 
to implement it has performance limitations.  Two additional popular spectrum sensing 
methods have been presented in this work, coherent detection and cyclostationary feature 
detection.  Implementation of either of these spectrum sensing methods could be 
achieved using the testbed.  
10.1.4 Spectrum sensing with radio learning 
 One of the most important aspects of CR is the ability for the radio to learn [9].  
The testbed can be used to implement a method of learning from spectrum sensing data to 
improve spectrum probing delay and spectral hole utilization.  For instance, the testbed 
could be used to sense the spectrum and attempt to fit the channel state data to a 
probability model in an effort to add a feed-forward element to the CR testbed.  
Additionally, the testbed could attempt to learn PU activity patterns and potential “quiet” 
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periods to provide another source of information for determining when to access the 
spectrum. 
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A. GNU RADIO SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
 
 
 
A.1 A Transmitter with GNU Radio and the USRP 
A basic USRP-based GNU Radio transmitter system is comprised of a source 
block, an encoding block, a modulator block, an interpolating block and a USRP sink 
block.  GNU Radio must provide the source data to be transmitted.  A variety of source 
blocks in GR allows the data that is to be transmitted to be imported from many different 
file types including binary files, text files and audio files.  Alternatively the data can be 
generated from within GR as a vector of data or as a signal such as a discrete-time sine 
wave.  GR has blocks that can be used to encode or packetize the source data prior to 
modulation if required.  Data must be modulated prior to transmission.  Several 
modulation block sets are available that include varieties of frequency-shift keying 
(FSK), phase-shift keying (PSK), quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), and 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) that can be used to modulate the 
data.  If the baseband sampling rate is not compatible with the USRP the data must be 
interpolated to a rate that is compatible.  Finally the modulated in-phase and quadrature 
(IQ) data are transferred to the USRP via USB.  
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A.2 A Receiver with GNU Radio and the USRP 
Similarly to a transmitter system, a USRP-based receiver system can be built in 
GNU Radio.  In a receiver system the USRP is the source of the data.  The in-phase and 
quadrature (IQ) samples are transferred across USB from the USRP to the host computer.  
The host computer receives the IQ samples and all signal processing on the data is 
performed on the host computer.  A simple receiver is comprised of a USRP source 
block, a band-limited filter block, a decimator block, a demodulator block, a decoding 
block and a sink block.  
 
A.3 The GNU Radio Companion 
The GNU Radio Companion (GRC) is graphical environment for building GNU 
Radio flow graphs and generating flow graph source code.  GRC provides the user with 
the ability to create a flow graph by connecting graphical blocks that represent the GNU 
Radio software blocks without the need for writing any software.  GRC is a useful tool 
for quickly building and implementing a USRP-based SDR.  In Figure A.1 a differential 
quadrature phase-shift keying (DQPSK) receiver is implemented.  The receiver flow 
graph blocks function as follows: 
UHD: USRP Source – Configures a USRP as the source of data and sets the 
USRP center frequency, gain, antenna selection and sampling rate. 
Low Pass Filter – Filters out of band interference and decimates the signal by a 
factor of sixteen to reduce the processing load on the host PC. 
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DPSK Demod – Synchronizes with the modulated data and demodulates the data 
packets. 
Packet Decoder – Extracts the source data from the packetized data that was 
transmitted. 
Graphical Sinks – The FFT Sink, Constellation Sink and Terminal Sink blocks 
are graphical user interface (GUI) sinks that display data to the user. 
Figure A.2 shows an example of the GUI outputs while the flow graph is running. 
 
 
 
Fig. A.1.  DQPSK USRP-based SDR receiver. 
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Fig. A.2.  GUI outputs from the DQPSK receiver in Figure A.1.
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B. USER-DEFINED MATLAB SCRIPTS AND FUNCTIONS 
 
B.1 Matlab Embedded Function: Detector 
 The Detector embedded Matlab function is used to complete the energy detection 
process for the Simulink energy detector model.  The scaled FFT magnitude-squared data 
are input into the Detector block in order to perform the averaging and threshold 
comparison operations of the energy detector.  Data are input to the Detector block at a 
rate equal to the USRP sampling rate, divided by the USRP decimate factor, divided by 
the data vector length.  For this work a decimation factor of 64 and a vector length of 128 
were used which results in a Simulink data rate of 7.8125k samples per second 
([64e6/64]/128).  The Detector block decides whether to implement the remaining energy 
detector operations on the data or to ignore the data based on an iterative loop which is 
determined by the probing interval.  In order to maintain proper flow, Simulink requires 
the data that are to be stored in the Matlab workspace to be assigned a value every 
sampling period.  The Detector block assigns the value of NaN (not a number) to data 
that it does not process through the energy detector operations so that the Simulink flow 
of data is not broken and the stored data of interest are simple to filter out in post 
processing.  If the iterative loop count limit has been reached the Detector  
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function [E,State,Tpr]= Detector(u,t) 
%#eml 
persistent loopcnt Tp Tdwell sync delay temp Esum 
if isempty(loopcnt) 
    loopcnt=0; 
    Tp = 16; 
    Tdwell = 8; 
    sync=0; 
    delay=0; 
    temp=0; 
    Esum=0; 
end 
  
threshold = 2e+8; 
if delay == 0 
    if loopcnt > Tp 
        Esum = Esum + u; 
        if sync == 0 
            Tp = 1; 
            if u >= 2.5e7 
                E=u; 
                sync = 1; 
                delay = temp; 
                State=1; 
                Tpr=t; 
            else 
                E = NaN; 
                Tpr = NaN; 
                State = NaN; 
            end 
        else 
            if loopcnt > Tp+Tdwell 
                %Tp = -log(rand())*192; % Poisson Random 
                Tp = randunifd(1,15)*32;  % Uniform Random 
                %Tp = 256;      % Periodic                 
                loopcnt=0; 
                E = Esum/Tdwell; 
                Esum = 0; 
                Tpr = t; 
                if E >= threshold 
                    State = 1; 
                else 
                    State = 0; 
                end 
            else 
                E = NaN; 
                Tpr = NaN; 
                State = NaN; 
            end 
        end 
    else 
        E = NaN; 
        Tpr = NaN; 
        State = NaN; 
    end 
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else 
    delay = delay-1; 
    E = NaN; 
    Tpr = NaN; 
    State = NaN; 
end 
  
temp = randunifd(1000,4000); 
loopcnt = loopcnt+1; 
 
 
B.2 Matlab Script: simulink_spect_probing_UI 
 The simulink_spect_probing_UI script is used to automate the data collection 
process, process the data from the Simulink model and compute the probing delays. 
 
% FIRST RUN THE ENERGY DETECTOR WITH Tp=1 AND periodic. THIS WILL BE 
% USED AS THE act_time AND act_state DATA. 
% ONCE THE actual DATA ARE COLLECTED, CHANGE Tp TO THE PROBING PERIOD 
% AND RUN THE EXPERIMENT. RETAIN THE act DATA THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE 
% EXPERIMENT 
clearvars -except act_state act_time act_tedges 
itt=1; % ITERATION COUNTER 
for a=1:20 
a 
tic 
sim('usrp_energy_detector_03152012',50);  
  
t = nanstrip(probe_time); % STRIP ALL NaN ENTRIES IN DATA 
state = nanstrip(Channel_State); 
E = nanstrip(Energy); 
datastart = find(E>2e7,1); 
state=state(datastart:end); 
t=t(datastart:end) - t(datastart); 
E=E(datastart:end); 
  
%state = glitchfix(state); % ONLY USE FOR IMPERFECT DETECTION 
  
% FIND THE EDGES IN THE PROBED DATA AND ALIGN THE SYNC PULSE TO ZERO 
[edges,tedges,state_aligned,t_aligned]=edgefind(state,t); 
  
% DEFINE THE actual DATA. RUN ONLY ONCE WITH MINIMUM Tp 
% act_time = t_aligned; 
% act_state = state_aligned; 
% act_tedges = tedges; 
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% PLOT THE PROBED DATA VS. ACTUAL CHANNEL DATA 
 scatter(t_aligned,state_aligned,'r','.') 
 hold on 
 plot(act_time,act_state) 
 axis([0 50 -.01 1.5]) 
 ylabel('Channel State 1=On, 0=Off') 
 xlabel('Time (sec)') 
 title('Measurement of Probing Delay') 
  
% COMPUTE AND STORE THE PROBING DELAYS FOR EACH ITERATION 
delays(:,itt) = (abs(tedges-act_tedges))'; 
mean_delays = mean(delays); 
mean_Tprobe(itt) = mean(diff(t_aligned(80:end))); 
itt = itt+1; 
 
save('FILENAME) 
clearvars -except act_state act_time act_tedges delays start_delay 
mean_Tprobe itt 
  
toc 
pause(52-toc) 
end 
 
 
B.3 Matlab Function: edgefind 
 The edgefind function is used to remove all probed data prior to the 
synchronization pulse and align the time component of the data accordingly. Finally the 
script identifies and returns the times of the state transitions or edges in the data. 
 
function [edges,tedges,state_aligned,t_aligned] = edgefind(state, t) 
if nargin == 1  % IF ONLY INPUT IS state, JUST RETURN THE EDGES 
    b=1; 
    for a=1:length(state)-1 
        if state(a) ~= state(a+1) 
            edges(b)=a+1; 
            b=b+1; 
        end 
    end 
else 
    b=1; 
    ind = find(state,1,'first'); 
    ind=1; 
    state_aligned=state(ind:end);   % REMOVE ALL LEADING DON'T CARE 
DATA 
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    t_aligned = t((ind):end)-t(ind);% REMOVE ALL LEADING DON'T CARE 
DATA 
     
    % RETURN THE EDGES, TIME OF EDGES AND TRUNCATED AND 
    % ZERO-ALIGNED TIME AND STATE DATA 
    for a=1:length(state_aligned)-1 
        if state_aligned(a) ~= state_aligned(a+1) 
            edges(b)=a+1; 
            tedges(b)=t_aligned(a+1); 
            b=b+1; 
        end 
    end 
    edges(1)=[]; 
    tedges(1)=[]; 
end 
 
 
B.4 Matlab Function: coopsensing 
 The coopsensing function is used to enumerate all combinations of SUs and return 
the cooperative average probing delay and standard deviation for N cooperative users. 
 
function [D var] = coopsensing(delays, N) 
% FUNCTION USED TO ENUMERATE ALL COMBINATIONS OF SUs AND COMPUTE THE 
% COOPERATIVE AVERAGE PROBING DELAY AND STANDARD DEVIATION (STDEV) 
  
if nargin == 1 
    N = 15; 
end 
  
C = delays(:,1:N); 
B = mean(C); 
A=1:length(B); 
combo = []; 
  
for a = 2:length(A)     % NUMBER OF USERS 
    nck = combnk(A, a); % COMPUTE THE COLUMN COMBOS OF USER SUBSETS 
                        % FROM TOTAL DATA 
                        % nck CONTAINS THE COMBINATIONS OF columns  
                        % of C TO USE 
    [combs, nums] = size(nck); % NUMBER OF COMBOS AND SIZE OF COMBOS 
     
    for b = 1:combs     % DO FOR ALL COMBOS 
        for c = 1:nums  % GRABS THE APPROPRIATE COLUMNS 
                        % OF DATA FOR THE COMBO 
            combo(:,c) = C(:,nck(b,c)); % nck(b,c) IS A POINTER TO 
                                        % WHICH COLUMN IN C TO USE 
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        end 
         
        mins(:,b) = min(combo,[],2);    % FINDS THE MIN PROBING DELAY  
                                        % FOR EACH EDGE OUT OF THE  
                                        % COLUMNS IN THE COMBO 
        combo=[];                     
    end 
    D(a) = mean(mean(mins));            % AVERAGE THE MINIMUM PROBING 
                                        % DELAY FROM ALL EDGES 
    var(a) = mean(std(mins));           % AVERAGE THE STDEV 
    mins = []; 
end 
D(1) = mean(mean(C)); 
var(1) = mean(std(C)); 
 
 
 
B.5 Matlab Function: glitchfix 
 The glitchfix function is used to analyze probing data in the imperfect detection 
scenario. The metric of interest for this work is the probing delay, which only exists at 
actual channel state transitions. Therefore, if the energy detector makes a misdetection 
other than at a channel state transition, it can be considered a misdetection or a “glitch” in 
the data and not of particular interest. Furthermore, these glitches cannot be properly 
analyzed by the edgefind function and prevent proper calculation of the probing delay. 
Therefore for this work it was decided to eliminate these glitches. 
 
function [filtered,glitches,Pr] = glitchfix(state) 
filtered=state; 
glitches=0; 
detections = length(find(state==1)); 
 for a=(2:length(state)) 
    if filtered(a) ~= filtered(a-1)     % TEST FOR CHANGE IN STATE 
        if filtered(a) == 0             % TEST IF CHANGE IS TO A ZERO 
            if sum(filtered(a:a+8)) ~= 0   % IF THE NEXT 5 ARE NOT ALL 
                                           % ZERO, THIS IS A GLITCH 
                glitches = glitches+1; 
                filtered(a) = 1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
Pr = glitches/detections; 
